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Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
  آ+5 آ%ن؟,  أول -% ,+ * "()'&%ت ا"! ��ة:ن

9�ي ا")@; ?%ش 7�=, &%م آ%7; -:ا&89 '67% آ%نول ا' أ:بB C7%ن -% آ' C +Dف و'-% حG HI?  . 9* آ%نJ&

K&GL" اف:"%? (M(N7 %9OH ,تآ%ن%-()J!"اف ا:"%? (MPJ7  , %9OH آ%نQ&)ا�اف ":"%? (-(R7 , C7%آ %- S,P9آ

9�ي ا")@; BPTU7 ش%? ,=J99آ%ن ال. آ Vا %&office %7و� و آ+)روcity %7آ+)رو7% ال , T- X%ن "W%7*- آ+ (U)T ?9% آ+

 %9OH *"ص أ%&GL" ت و%+)T"ء ر-\%نا%, �J? X- ^^^ _ه(MPJ7 , ر-\%ن *M *9J&%&(آ%7; ش)&% @%ص+8... آ%7; ش 

' -X+9 تPgج M* ا":M ' , %- 8R7* ا'ح U%ل, &M ' *9J* ا"8R&Pe د&%ل �D)ش اc7 ر-\%ن آ9J+M* ر-\%ن ه%9 -% 

�ر,8 ا7* آ8U&%H ;9 أD97 *7% و 7 ت�= اc7 ر-\%ن"ijرادة اآ %!&�M 8!&%ا7% را7* ص ' c7ا PTU7 ل%L" . *M * ح

k7= ا�ر -% آ (eU" ,ر(eM ر-\%ن و ان دا lدا را c7ا . *M ل%U %ل ا'ح�ش* ?%- XT" و *)O وآ �mD!)" *N! آ

 *9J& بPo!"اX+9&%ه9% آX+U) g- _6دات%B XT" و X+!)D!"ا  ,-%J "8 اR&Pe"5ا) g د&%"6_ ت j , %ل ذاك 7 %ع�ش* ?%-

s%J"ا*N"6_ و ذاك اJ- PeU 6_ آJ- 8 و) ... �J? X!M اف:"%? *?%Oاح *)B ;LJ" %67ا ;+D%,8 أ"* آ%7; ح�آ%ن ^^^ ا"

 course  و الMcourse* ا"()ل آ9; ض%&M 8J* ذاك ال.  أ"* M ;&tH* ا"()ل &course*9Jا"* ح�ا -% ه* الاو' 

)J "ا *)B _)T +آ%T&P-أ *M _+)J "ا v)B ةPTM * ي ح�9B %- و %T&P-أ *M _+ . رب%m "ا X- (رآ%N+8 آ%7) آ?Ge"9* اJ&

 5) g- م%w9" *-% 99ش+%ء -%د&%"6_ و ا7% آ x&P@ (ا7* را7*, أ"* ه ;+D�9* ث_ آJ& ^^^ *D7PU"م ا%w9)" %- %B(7 ...

�&X او' صJ%ب و"XT ا"�!� V '7* آ7%) RJ- %&(ش Q&ا(�"Fulbright(7%و آ X+7%ث ex-Fulbright *ان -%ش 

�ر د&Pه%, ص8L+J ?%":افRان راه% ت .     

  

 

English translation: 

  

N: What was it like for you when you first came to the USA? 
B: The first few days were great because I did not have time to feel the differences; we 
had to go and see many places and know a lot of information and do many things, and so 
I did not even have time to think about sleeping. This is because the office was showing 
us the city, the different colleges, and other places that we have to know. After that, 
Ramadan came, which was a bit difficult. Here, I did not feel that it was Ramadan – not 
in the way people celebrate, nor when walking in the street; it does not feel that it is 
Ramadan. At times I was afraid that I would eat by mistake; I always had to remind 
myself that I was fasting. Even during leftour [breaking of the fast], you do not feel that it 
is Ramadan and that this is the time to break the fast. We did go to the mosque and pray, 
but the celebration is not the same as in Morocco. There are Muslims, but with different 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


cultures and their way of interacting with people is different; it is not the same as when 
you break the fast with your family.  
 
The other thing that had an impact on me was the first course I took; I felt lost in that 
class. It was about education in the USA and I had no idea about the education system in 
the USA. People used to participate in the class and talk about their personal experiences; 
I came from a different education system, which is closer to the French education system. 
It was a difficult and hard experience for me, but there were other current and ex-
Fulbright scholars who encouraged me and told me that I can do it. 
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